ABSTRACT

Protecting metadata of communications has been an area of active research since the dining cryptographers problem was introduced by David Chaum in 1988. The Snowden revelations from 2013 resparked research in this direction. Consequently over the last decade we have witnessed a flurry of novel systems designed to protect metadata of users’ communications online. However, such systems leverage different assumptions and design choices to achieve their goal; resulting in a scattered view of the desirable properties, potential vulnerabilities, and limitations of existing metadata-protecting communication systems (MPCS).

In this work we survey 31 systems targeting metadata-protected communications, and present a unified view of the current state of affairs. We provide two different taxonomies for existing MPCS, first into four different categories by the precise type of metadata protections they offer, and next into six families based on the core techniques that underlie them. By contrasting these systems we identify potential vulnerabilities, as well as subtle privacy implications of design choices of existing MPCS. Furthermore, we identify promising avenues for future research for MPCS, and desirable properties that merit more attention.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Individuals from opposite ends of the world communicate seamlessly over the Internet using several choices of popular messengers like Signal, Whatsapp, or Telegram. We innately expect such conversations we have over the Internet to have the same privacy as us conversing with our correspondent in person in a private space. The Snowden revelations from 2013 [68], however, revealed that this expectation was fallacious, resulting in a widespread call to arms within the security and privacy community to proactively resist mass surveillance [1, 60]. In practice, this eventually culminated with the adoption of end-to-end encryption as a standard for the vast majority of communications over the Internet [35, 66, 75]. End-to-end encryption effectively hides the contents of any communication between two parties from network adversaries. Nonetheless, by virtue of how these communications tools operate, they inherently leak the existence of a conversation and the metadata of who conversed with whom, when, and how much did they converse. Unfortunately, in the era of global surveillance that we live in, this metadata might be sufficient for terrible consequences [3, 52].

Free and democratic societies depend on an informed public, which depends on whistleblowers shedding light on misdeeds and corruption [13, 68]. Imagine the plight of a whistleblower, faced with the daunting task of publishing confidential documents that would expose acts of incompetence, fraud, or inhumane practices carried out by their government or employer that thrives on deceiving the public. Any action in such a direction often results in incarceration or risks to their lives [9, 74]. The same is true of individuals in oppressive regimes whose lives are endangered by their mere sexual orientation or political stance [26, 59]. Protecting individuals’ communications requires a communication system with strong security and privacy guarantees for both data and metadata.

Related Work. In order to tackle the problem of metadata leakage, various forms of anonymous communication networks (ACNs) with varying degrees of metadata protections and design goals have been proposed. In practice users are limited to a few choices like Tor [27] or I2P [78]. These systems are designed to enable their users to protect their communications from a local eavesdropping network adversary like the user’s Internet Service Provider (ISP). These systems have low latencies, but they are innately susceptible to traffic analysis attacks by a global passive network adversary. Moreover, recent attacks have surfaced that make a Tor user’s Internet usage susceptible to privacy breaches by even local network adversaries [37, 54, 73]. Cwtch [43] internally leverages Tor’s v3 onion services protocol to facilitate peer-to-peer communications, and consequently inherits the privacy limitations of the Tor network, and similarly I2P’s threat model too is limited to local adversaries.

Academically, peer-to-peer (P2P) based anonymous communication networks with varying privacy properties have been designed and studied [48, 50, 55, 58]. These systems do not provide the desired metadata-protecting guarantees since they too are limited in their privacy guarantees in the face of a strong global adversary. Furthermore, several attacks have been demonstrated against such P2P designs [49, 62, 67, 72]. Most of such early literature focuses on either designing P2P-based anonymous communication networks that circumvents some of Tor’s shortcomings (such as its ability to scale, and the central points introduced in its design), or on improving DC-net and mixnet based constructions to be more efficient. Earlier surveys on anonymous communication [25, 65] well cover these aforementioned approaches; these surveys focus on the routing-level challenges of anonymous communication networks. However over the last few years there has been a paradigm shift. Several recent metadata-protecting communication schemes use radically different approaches than those covered in prior surveys, to the extent that prior routing hurdles encountered do not apply anymore.

In this work we investigate 31 systems that aim to facilitate metadata-protecting communications even in the presence of global network adversaries. To contrast existing works and extract meaningful insights of the status quo, we provide two broad classifications of these works. Our contributions are:

(1) We classify existing works into four different categories by the type of metadata privacy guarantees they offer, and
into six different families based on the core techniques that underpin these works. We then leverage these classifications to identify tradeoffs induced on such systems by their privacy guarantees, as well as the inherent limitations and benefits of the different families of constructions.

(2) Existing works often target different goals. Consequently, they aspire to different properties and defend against different forms of attacks, resulting in a scattered view of the desirable properties and potential vulnerabilities of such systems. In this work, we contrast existing systems under a unified view of these different facets.

(3) This unified view helps us identify potential vulnerabilities of existing works, as well as identify promising avenues for future research of metadata-protecting communication systems. Additionally, we also highlight subtle but impactful differences in the privacy implications of systems that leverage the same underlying assumption.

(4) Deployable metadata-protecting messaging systems have been the aspirational goal of this line of research. We consider this application and highlight factors that hinder such systems today.

Paper Layout: We first detail our methodology to gather all the systems we survey in this work in Section 2. In Section 3, we establish what we mean by a Metadata-Protecting Communication System (MPCS), and categorize MPCS based on their target functionality and the metadata privacy guarantees they offer. We outline the properties various MPCS aim to provide in Section 4. We then provide a high-level overview of these existing MPCS in Section 5, divided into six families based on the core techniques used; here we present works within a family together, incrementally exhibiting the contribution of each system over its predecessor. We then succinctly systematize all these systems in Table 1, partitioned by the metadata privacy guarantees they support. In Section 6, we discuss the tradeoffs introduced by the different privacy goals, as well as the tradeoffs inherent to the underlying families. Based on these discussions, in Section 7 we identify promising directions for future research for MPCS, and conclude in Section 8.

2 METHODOLOGY

To gather all the works relevant to this SoK, we started with Express [30] as the seed paper. We then gathered all the works that were cited by Express, and those that cite Express using Google Scholar during November 2022. Among them, works that introduce a new system for metadata-protecting communications (as defined below) were selected while others where filtered out. This same process was then repeated transitively for all selected papers, to finally arrive at the 31 works. Each of these works details a novel approach towards metadata-protecting communications.

3 METADATA-PROTECTING COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS (MPCS)

In this work, we define a Metadata-Protecting Communication System (MPCS) to be any communication system designed with its threat model accounting for a global network adversary observing all communications on the network, and protecting (at least one form of) metadata of its users’ communications. This definition of an MPCS is intentionally broad, and allows us to capture several different forms of MPCS designs. We focus on the global adversary threat model as that is the real-world adversary to combat today in the context of MPCS. We include systems that are secure even when a client’s correspondent is adversarial and those that are not [6]. In systematizing existing MPCS, we identify two dimensions that help categorize existing MPCS, namely functionality and privacy goals. We first list the different types of functionality and privacy goals the systems we surveyed target.

Functionality. Existing MPCS are designed to attain either anonymous broadcast or end-to-end messaging (E2E). Anonymous broadcast protects the sender of a broadcasted message from network adversaries. End-to-end MPCS protect the conversation relationships of who is communicating with whom on the network, and possibly even the existence of a conversation.

Privacy Goals. Existing works overload the terms ‘private’ or ‘anonymous’ with different meanings. Kuhn et al. [36] provide a taxonomy of the myriad privacy notions attainable in a communication network. We use their terminology to categorize privacy goals of existing systems into four, namely: (i) Sender-Message Unlinkability (SM[L]), Sender-Message UnLinkability (SM[L]) which aim to hide the metadata of who sent or received some message in a system, iii) Relationship Unobservability (RUS or RUS) which short for MO(SML, RML): Message UnObservability with Sender-Message UnLinkability and Receiver-Message UnLinkability aims to hide the metadata of conversation relationships of users in the system, and iv) Communication Unobservability (CO) hides the metadata of even the existence of a conversation.

Contrasting the 31 systems we surveyed fairly poses a challenge as they have different privacy and functionality goals. Hence we classify MPCS into four different categories based on their combined privacy and functionality goals,1 such that systems within a category can be fairly compared. For example, comparing a broadcast scheme against an end-to-end scheme offers no insights. Similarly systems that align in functionality but differ in their privacy goals cannot be fairly compared either. The four categories are:

1. **Sender Unlinkable Messaging Systems (SUMS) [(SM[L]], E2E):** These systems protect the sender and the message they submit. Typically, clients have a dedicated ‘mailbox’, and the sender’s message is delivered to its destination mailbox without leaking which mailbox it was.

2. **Sender Unlinkable Broadcast Systems (SUBS) [(SML), Broadcast]:** These are systems designed for metadata-protected broadcast, and typically operate over epochs. Messages are gathered during the course of an epoch. At the end of an epoch, the messages are published to a public bulletin board while hiding the mapping between senders and messages.

3. **Relationship Unobservable Systems (RUS) [MO(SML, E2E):** In a RUS, the global adversary can infer the set of senders and recipients, as well as the number of ongoing conversations, but they cannot identify any sender-receiver pair from this pool of active correspondents. We identify

---

1While there are eight permutations of functionality and privacy goals, only the four pairs we detail (plus one more that only appears in the RUS subdesigns) are logically sound. For instance, broadcast does not pair with relationship unobservability as there are no relationships to be observed for a broadcast.
three broad designs for a RUS that start with a system with a weaker privacy goal, and then boost it to a RUS by enforcing communication epochs where first each client in the system sends a message followed by all clients retrieving a message. 

(a) Mix Systems (Mix) \([\{SM\}L, \{RM\}L, E2E]\): In these systems all incoming messages are mixed to break any sender-message correlations, before they arrive at their destination. From an adversary’s perspective, the senders and receivers that participate in a round of communication are observable, but the sender-receiver pairs remain hidden.

(b) Sender Unlinkable Messaging Systems (SUMS) \([\{SM\}L, E2E]\): SUMS (discussed earlier) can be converted into a RUS with the above generic transformation.

(c) Receiver Unlinkable Messaging Systems (RUMS) \([\{RM\}L, E2E]\): In these systems, the sender and the (encrypted) message they submit in a round are linkable. However recipients retrieve messages without revealing which messages in this round were addressed to them.

(4) Communication Unobservable Systems (CUS) \([C\bar{O}]\): These systems correspond to the highest level of metadata privacy attainable by Kuhn et al.’s taxonomy, as the global adversary is unaware of even the existence of a conversation in such systems. Typically CUS designs attain this high level of privacy by enforcing rigid requirements on clients. Existing CUS designs require all clients participating in such a system to be online at all times and perform predetermined conversation actions (like sending and receiving dummy messages) even if they are not currently in a conversation.

4 MPCS PROPERTIES

Informed by the surveyed works, we present several system-level properties for MPCS, and later we use these properties to contrast existing schemes. We partition these properties into three categories, namely Protections, Usability, and Performance.

4.1 Protections

(1) (Server) Robust: In this work we consider the property of server robustness as the ability of an MPCS to function correctly while tolerating server churn.2

(2) Anonymity Set (AS) Protection: The anonymity set of honest clients participating in the system must not be reducible by malicious servers. This property ensures that an adversarial server cannot perform deanonymization attacks by controlling the anonymity set. Being able to manipulate the inclusion or exclusion of clients using an MPCS can place adversarial servers at a strong vantage point. For instance, in the extreme case an adversarial server could perform an \(n−1\) attack [63] to deanonymize a user and their message in a sender-anonymous broadcast system. This ability to manipulate participation can also be used by servers for targeted blocking of clients, as captured by the notion of censorship resistance [2], or the ‘audit attack’ [51].

(3) DoS Resistance: There are broadly two types of DoS attacks that MPCS aim to protect against, namely:

(a) Resource Exhaustion (RE): Like traditional DoS attacks, clients can attempt to overwhelm servers through Sybil messages, precluding honest clients from communicating.

(b) Disruption: In some synchronous systems a client can potentially submit malformed messages that disrupt a communication round for all users. Alternatively in asynchronous systems, clients can craft malformed messages that disrupt the logical database that stores all client messages.

(4) Disconnection Impact: Several MPCS impose liveness assumptions on its users; i.e., they require the set of clients be the same throughout the operation of the system (until a reset at which point new clients can be enrolled), and that these clients never go offline. Alternatively, some constructions do not impose a liveness assumption, but participants incur privacy penalties when users go offline during a round of communication. We identify four possible outcomes for user disconnections (and present the symbols we later use to denote them): (i) system fails altogether (\(\mathcal{X}\)), (ii) correspondent leaked (\(\mathcal{S}\)), (iii) anonymity set reduction (\(\mathcal{V}\)), and (iv) temporary anonymity set preservation (\(\mathcal{I}\)), i.e., even when a client disconnects for a small window of time they can still appear to send and receive messages by offloading this work to an untrusted server on their behalf.

4.2 Usability

(1) Setup: The MPCS we cover do not require clients to have any IT knowledge or host servers to support metadata-protected communications, however some systems do have other prerequisites of clients. Namely, some systems require (i) clients exchange information (public keys, pseudorandom addresses, etc.) out of band (\(\mathcal{O}\)), or (ii) out-of-band exchange, plus clients must participate in a dialing protocol (see Section 4.4) before they can send actual conversation data (\(\mathcal{J}\)).

(2) Parallel Conversations: The ability of an E2E MPCS to support multiple simultaneous conversations for a user.

(3) Asynchronous: Users in an asynchronous system can send messages to others even if the recipients are not currently online; such messages can then be retrieved the next time the recipients connect to the system.

(4) Low Latency: To use an MPCS for messaging, it needs to have an acceptable messaging latency; i.e., when a user sends a message it should be delivered to their correspondent (or published) within a reasonable time frame. We set this acceptable latency to 10 s for a system serving more than 105 clients, about two orders of magnitude greater than messaging latencies enjoyed by users today over standard non-metadata-protecting messengers (supporting billions of users). It typically takes few seconds for a user to type a message, so the idea of a 10 s acceptable latency is that sending a message should not take too much longer than creating one for a seamless messaging experience.

4.3 Performance

(1) Horizontal Scalability: The ability of a system to scale as more users join by adding more servers to the system. In the context of MPCS, the system needs to be able to scale while
maintaining metadata protections without partitioning the anonymity set. Later, we will quantify the multiplicative factor of servers required to scale horizontally such that the work done per server remains the same when the system’s user base grows by a factor of \( k \).

(2) **Client Overhead:** The asymptotic computational or communication overheads induced by the MPCS on its clients.

(3) **Messages and Message/Compute Complexity:** The number of messages the MPCS can process in a logical round, and the corresponding message (or compute) complexity induced on its servers.

### 4.4 Dialing and Conversation Protocols

Several existing designs for E2E MPCs divide communication into two subprotocols, namely dialing and conversation protocols. Dialing protocols enable an online user Alice to express their desire to communicate with another user Bob. If Bob is online, and reciprocates this interest, such protocols result in Alice and Bob establishing a shared secret that they can leverage to facilitate their metadata-protected conversation. The dialing protocol itself must also be designed to hide metadata.

Once the shared secret is established by a dialing protocol, Alice and Bob converse using a conversation protocol. Conversation protocols typically require the correspondents to have a pre-established shared secret. Different systems from the literature suggest different frequencies of dialing to conversation rounds in the network; this ratio is typically system- and application-dependent.

The requirement of a dialing protocol is an artifact of designs that assume a synchronous communication model between users. In such works a pair of users can enjoy metadata-protected conversations only when they are both online and actively conversing, but users cannot send messages to an offline user for later retrieval. In several cases [29, 40, 42, 69, 71] it even hurts the privacy guarantees of a user, if their correspondent goes offline during a conversation. In Bob conversing using a conversation protocol. Conversation protocols typically require the correspondents to have a pre-established shared secret. Different systems from the literature suggest different frequencies of dialing to conversation rounds in the network; this ratio is typically system- and application-dependent.

The requirement of a dialing protocol is an artifact of designs that assume a synchronous communication model between users. In such works a pair of users can enjoy metadata-protected conversations only when they are both online and actively conversing, but users cannot send messages to an offline user for later retrieval. In several cases [29, 40, 42, 69, 71] it even hurts the privacy guarantees of a user, if their correspondent goes offline during a conversation round or vice versa, as we detail later in Section 5.2. If a metadata-protecting communication network is asynchronous by design then it removes the requirement of a dialing protocol to check if their participant is currently online, as we see later in Section 5.4.

### 5 EXISTING WORK

In this section, we provide a high-level overview of the 31 different MPCs that we survey in this work. We broadly categorize these metadata-protecting communications systems into six different families based on the core cryptographic technique that underpins their security and privacy properties, namely DC-nets, mixnets, Private Information Retrieval (PIR), Reverse PIR, differential privacy (DP), and secure multi-party computation (SMC). For ease of exposition we discuss the various system designs by family here, but later in Table 1 we present these systems partitioned by the category of metadata privacy guarantees they offer.

### 5.1 DC-net Based Systems

The **dining cryptographers problem** introduced by David Chaum [14] poses the question of designing communication networks ingrained with sender and recipient unobservability, and introduced DC-nets (1988) as a solution. This original DC-net solution envisions a network with all clients connected to each other without any server involvement in the protocol; we hence call this an all-client DC-net. Participants communicate lockstep in a series of rounds, with each round split into as many slots as there are participants. Only one participant sends a real message in a given slot of a round, while the rest of the participants provide “cover” ciphertexts carefully crafted such that when any participant XORs all the ciphertexts received in a given slot, they end up with the message of that slot. While DC-nets guarantee perfect sender and recipient unobservability, they induce significant communication overheads to do so, as well as have several constraints that make them impractical to deploy.

For instance, DC-nets are prone to Denial-of-Service or disruptions, when more than one participant attempts to send a real message in a round. Disruptions are only feasible in certain designs of metadata-protecting schemes. In particular DC-net based and reverse PIR based schemes (that we discuss later in Section 5.5) are susceptible to such attacks, as these underlying techniques enable clients to influence the contents of other messages in the system. Dissent [22] (2010) addresses the disruption problem by scheduling slots for its participants while preserving the anonymity of senders. They do so by introducing an accountable group shuffle protocol, the output of the shuffle determines the slot ordering of the round.

Another fundamental problem with DC-nets is their inability to scale as they require an all-to-all communication network among all participating clients. To address this, Wolinsky et al. [77] leverage the **anytrust** model in proposing D3 [76] (2012), which converts the classical DC-net from a fully peer-to-peer network to a client-server model with \( n \) clients and \( m \) servers. In the anytrust model the clients need only trust that at least one server from the set of \( m \) servers behaves honestly. The privacy guarantees are upheld even if the honest server is not the client’s immediate upstream server. The anytrust model reduces the overheads imposed on a client, as the client outsources the bulk of its cover ciphertext generation to its upstream server. Dissent in Numbers [76] (2012) (Dissent v2) leverages the anytrust assumption from D3 to enable the original Dissent protocol to support more clients.

While these systems that leverage the anytrust assumption are efficient, they are still susceptible to disruptions, where malicious clients deviate from the standard protocol and transmit arbitrary ciphertexts, which prevents revealing the plaintext for that round. Hence, D3 and Dissent v2 additionally introduce a retroactive blame protocol to detect disruptors in a group. However, they cannot prevent a disruption from happening in the first place. Verdict [23] (2013) attempts to prevent disruptions by introducing verifiable DC-nets. Clients in Verdict submit a proof of correctness to prove their contribution is well formed. This defence incurs significant overheads of verifying correctness proofs of all client messages.

### 5.2 Mixnet Based Systems

Riffle [39] (2016) uses the anytrust assumption as well, but instead of the servers facilitating a DC-net, they act as a mixnet. The servers form an ordered chain, and each server performs a verifiable shuffle
on the set of messages it receives in a given round and passes it on to the next server; hence as long as one of the servers in this mixnet is honest no information about the ordering of messages is revealed to any malicious nodes after the honest node in the chain. At the end of a round the last server publishes all the shuffled messages thus providing sender anonymity, hence making Riffle a SUBS.

cMix [16] (2016) proposes a fixed cascade of mix servers like Riffle with the same trust assumption. The key innovation in cMix is the separation of all the (expensive) public key operations into a precomputation phase, which allows for lighter computation during the online phase of the protocol. cMix can serve as a SUBS or a RUS as these shuffled messages can then be published, or forwarded to their intended recipient if they have a recipient identifier.

Leibowitz et al. introduced the Anonymous Post-Office Protocol, AnonPOP (2016), a synchronous mix-cascade network with Post Office (PO) and mix servers. In AnonPOP, each client has a mailbox that is maintained by one of the PO servers. Messages in AnonPOP are onion routed with authenticated encryption through a set of random mix servers. To retrieve messages, clients send a pull request (which contains a proof of ownership of the mailbox) to their mailbox PO through a mixchain, and the PO responds back with the first message in the client’s mailbox. Their main contributions are techniques for bad-server isolation, and the notions of request pool and per-epoch mailboxes that enable limited disconnection of a client, without complete loss of their sender and recipient anonymity. However, the latter two mechanisms, while efficient defences, provide only heuristic security.5

Kwon et al.’s Atom [38] (2017) is the first system in this line of work that has the explicit design goal of horizontal scalability. Atom is an anonymous broadcast protocol designed for ‘short latency-tolerant’ messages, enabling anonymous microblogging. The high-level idea of Atom is to have its servers arranged as a random permutation network and shuffle clients’ messages as they pass through the network. Atom uses the square network by Håstad [34], which can permute $m$ elements using $\sqrt{m}$ nodes with each shuffling $\sqrt{m}$ ciphertexts and connects to $\sqrt{m}$ nodes in the subsequent layer.6

In Atom each logical server in this network is realized by a group of physical servers such that the anytrust assumption holds over the group. The number of servers in each group is tuned to ensure that given the total number of servers, and knowledge that up to a bounded fraction of them can be malicious, at least one server in each group should be honest with high probability. To send a message, a user picks an entry group and encrypts their message to the public keys of all servers in that group, and then sends it to all servers in that entry group. Once enough ciphertexts are available to an entry group, each server in a group shuffles the ciphertexts and passes them on to the next server. The last server after shuffling divides the permuted ciphertexts into $\sqrt{m}$ batches, and passes all the matches back to the first server. Each server then leverages the out-of-order reencryption property of El Gamal to partially decrypt their portion from each batch and reencrypt the ciphertexts to the next group that this batch is destined for. The last group in the network simply makes the plaintexts available, completing the anonymous broadcast functionality.

In order to protect against malicious servers that could tamper with client messages in Atom, Kwon et al. propose two techniques i) using non-interactive zero knowledge (NIZK) proofs and ii) using client-inserted trap messages (which turns out to be significantly faster than using NIZK proofs in practice, but at the expense of doubling the number of messages in the system). Finally, in order to prevent the system from being blocked due to server churn they also propose a fault-tolerant version of their protocol by leveraging ‘manytrust’ groups, which are anytrust groups with at least $h$ honest servers in each group, such that each group can tolerate up to $h$ failures by replacing the group’s public key with the key of a threshold cryptosystem.

XRD [40] (2019) (short for Crossroads) further reduced the overheads of shuffling in such mixnet based protocols. XRD aims to support relationship-unobservable communications and hence is by design a RUS, unlike the other mixnets schemes discussed so far that are SUBS that can be extended to a RUS. Each client in XRD has a unique mailbox associated with them. Servers in the system are organized into mix chains, and in each round each user sends a message along $\ell$ chains. The system is designed such that all pairs of users have at least one chain in common, and the choice of chains themselves are publicly computable; in order for this to operate correctly given $q$ chains, clients have to choose $\ell = \sqrt{q}$ chains to ensure that they have an intersecting chain with every other user. The high-level idea is that users not communicating send $\ell$ ‘loopback’ messages in a round which return to their mailbox, while if two users Alice and Bob are communicating in a given round they replace their common chain with messages for each other instead of the loopback message. This results in an adversary always observing each active user’s mailbox receiving $\ell$ messages in each round, and they cannot determine whether any two individuals are actively communicating or not.

The two immediate downsides that arise from this network design based on chain intersections is that clients effectively have to send $O(\sqrt{n})$ messages for $n$ users in the system, and given $m$ servers each server also consequently has to process $O(n/\sqrt{m})$ messages as opposed to $O(n/m)$ by other horizontally scalable designs. Additionally, XRD does not provide (or recommend) a dialing protocol for their system, and none of the currently existing dialing protocols are appropriate for XRD. However, XRD introduces a novel technique ‘aggregate hybrid shuffle’ (AHS) to circumvent having to perform expensive verifiable shuffles, and hence has lower latencies for each round of communication.

Loopix [56] (2017) takes a significantly different approach. Other than mix servers and users, Loopix includes special service provider nodes. The service provider nodes act as entry and exit points of the network (bookending the mix servers), and clients interface with the Loopix system through these nodes. The network itself consists of mix nodes that are organized in a stratified network topology with shallow depth, with each node connected to all the other nodes from its next and previous layer.7 The high-level idea is that users send each other messages by routing their messages through this network with source-picked delays from a Poisson distribution
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5These defences are fragile. They assume honesty of a particular server (as opposed to any one server of a pool like anytrust), and the defence fails if that server is adversarial. This leads us to use the term heuristic security.

6This network only requires constant iterations of mixing to produce a near-uniform random permutation, and in their work they use 10 iterations of mixing.

7In its experiments, Loopix uses a network depth of three.
at each of the mix nodes. Mixes and users also generate cover traffic using a Poisson distribution to thwart passive and active attacks; consequently the entire system can be viewed as a large Poisson mixing process, providing it with formal guarantees on its message delivery and privacy. The service provider plays a semi-trusted role and maintains clients’ mailboxes. If a client is offline, their service provider stores the messages destined for that client, enabling clients to retrieve messages even after they go offline, making it the only mixnet design with support for asynchrony.

Unfortunately, Loopix relies on trusting its clients’ service provider nodes. A malicious service provider node can violate receiver anonymity, as they can observe receivers’ interactions with their mailbox, and can infer metadata about the messages received. Finally, while Loopix implicitly leverages the manytrust assumption, its design has concerning privacy implications when contrasted with other systems that leverage the same assumption, as we detail later in Section 6.3.1.

Trellis [41] (2022) introduces an anonymous broadcast system that is robust to server churn. Their work, however, assumes a synchronous communication network and user liveness (i.e., all users are online for all rounds of communication). Similar in flavour to eMix; the high-level idea of Trellis is to lift all the heavyweight public key cryptography operations into a one-time path establishment phase, followed by lightweight message transmission rounds.

In Trellis, Langowski et al. introduce two novel cryptographic building blocks, namely Anonymous Routing Tokens (ART) and Boomerang Encryption (BE). Similar to Atom, Trellis leverages a permutation network to instantiate the mix network. ART enables a user to generate a publicly verifiable random next server for routing their message through the permutation network. Given a chain of servers to onion encrypt a message for (dictated by the ART at each layer), BE onion encrypts a message in the reverse path (of the onion encryption chain), and then onion encrypts this in the forward direction. The resulting ciphertext serves as a proof of message delivery in onion routing schemes, when the message in the reverse direction is set to be a random nonce, as this guarantees that every server along the path decrypted onion layers correctly and forwarded it to the next server. The interplay of ART and BE enables honest servers to blame deviant servers if messages for an ART it is responsible for is missing or faulty, during both path establishment as well as message broadcast rounds. In order to recover from such faults, similar to Atom, Trellis leverages proactive secret sharing to distribute the secret key of each server in the permutation network across an anytrust group, thus enabling a substitute server to recover the state of a faulty (or malicious) server, and resume operations in the event of a blame protocol.

5.3 Differential Privacy Based Systems

These systems start with a mixnet design and further enhance them by leveraging differential privacy (DP) [28]. However, using DP implies their privacy guarantees are significantly different from those of mixnets (as we detail later in Section 6.1), so we treat them as their own family.

Vuvuzela [71] (2015) introduced this approach of leveraging DP to noise the adversary-observable variables of a communication network. This allows them to claim via DP that any set of observations made given a user’s real action is almost as likely as what would be observed given any other plausible cover story. They apply this DP principle to build a metadata-protected messaging system using two protocols: i) a point-to-point conversation protocol, and ii) a dialing protocol to initiate the conversation.

Vuvuzela consists of a single chain of servers under an anytrust assumption, which clients communicate through. In Vuvuzela, users communicate through virtual locations called dead drops. Two conversing users send their messages to the same dead drop. Conversing clients are assumed to know each other’s long-term public key a priori, and the dead drop location is computed for a given round via a shared secret derived from their public keys and the current round number. Clients send onion-encrypted messages through the server chain, to have their message delivered to their desired dead drop at the last server in the chain. In order to achieve privacy, each server in the chain after peeling its layer of encryption shuffles all the messages it receives and forwards it to the next. After all the messages have arrived at the dead drop (if two arrive at the same dead drop, they get exchanged), the messages make their way back through the system in reverse order with each server reversing the shuffle they performed.

In order to hide the true number of conversations happening in the system, all users irrespective of if they are actually conversing or not send a message. Users not participating in a conversation send messages to a random dead drop. Additionally each server in the chain also injects two forms of cover traffic: single-message and pair-message dead drop cover traffic, which hides the true count of conversing and non-conversing users in the system.

Since Vuvuzela is throttled in scalability by the number of messages each server has to process as the number of users in the system grow, Stadium [69] (2017) was designed with the goal of horizontal scalability. All servers add noise messages collaboratively at the start of a round into the system, and throughout the duration of the round they get processed along with users’ messages by verifiable processing techniques. In Stadium, the system comprises two types of mix chains, input chains and output chains, with the same anytrust assumption held true for each individual chain. Two users conversing with each other choose a random input chain, but the same output chain as their messages are destined for the same dead drop. In order to reduce the overheads of the verifiable shuffle they extend the hybrid verifiable shuffling techniques from Riffle [39], and separate verifiable shuffling of large messages onto shuffle proofs over smaller AEAD keys.

The deviation from Vuvuzela’s design then arises from Stadium’s phase of distributing messages from input to output chains. In order to prevent malicious servers from tampering with users’ messages, servers in an input chain collaborate to compute a hash of the messages intended for each output chain and sends the hash to every server of that output chain. If every server in the input chain acts honestly, these hashes will be equivalent, and the distribution phase would have been correctly executed.

Karaoke [42] (2018) further refines the horizontal scalability by introducing two key techniques, namely efficient noise verification and optimistic indistinguishability. In Karaoke, Lazar et al. point out that instead of performing verifiable operations, it is sufficient to verify that all noise messages inserted into the system still exist in the system at the end of round. Towards this end they propose
We classify PIR-based systems into private-read and private-write systems based on whether the noise messages they generated appear in the Bloom filter. If any server indicates that its noise has been lost, the round is stopped. This circumvents the overheads of verifiable shuffle in exchange for efficient hash operations.

Instead of each user sending and receiving one message like in Vuvuzela and Stadium, Lazar et al. observe that if users send and receive two messages in a round they can appear to be in a conversation. In this setting, when the adversary is passive or there are no network outages, the number of dead drop accesses reveals no metadata about the communication of any pair of users, since for a pair of users either idling or chatting, there will be two dead drops both of which are accessed twice. If messages are lost, however, the adversary may observe a dead drop with a single access, which reveals some information. Karaoke addresses this through the addition of noise messages, as in the prior systems. Interestingly, message loss is detectable by the user in Karaoke since they can see the messages received back from the server. Hence, in Karaoke, Lazar et al. make the distinction of “leakage-free” rounds for rounds where no message loss is incurred. Karaoke’s leakage-free rounds allow them to improve performance by tuning the amount of noise messages injected depending on whether the system is currently experiencing message loss or not.

Barman et al. introduced Groove [8] (2022) which further refines DP-based systems with three main user flexibility options. The first is oblivious delegations, which enables a user to leverage an untrusted service provider to participate in the typically rigid mechanisms of a CUS; i.e., users can preemptively provide servers with their messages for some number of future rounds of communications, which enables these service providers to receive messages from the users’ correspondents while they go offline. Upon reconnection, users can retrieve just the messages of interest by a shuffle-and-select protocol that hides which of the messages were retrieved. Second, Groove enables users to converse with multiple correspondents (a system constant of 50) in parallel, and finally it enables multi-device usage for clients so they can use Groove over multiple devices, without any privacy leakages that may arise from lack of synchronization between these devices.

### 5.4 Private-Read Based Systems

We classify PIR-based systems into private-read and private-write based systems. Private-read systems leverage PIR in the standard fashion. Private-write systems use ‘PIR in reverse’ [21] instead, and hence we call this technique Reverse PIR (RPIR). The high-level operation of a PIR-based MPCS is that arriving messages are placed into a data structure, and receivers use PIR to privately read that data structure without revealing which messages were read.

Pynchon Gate [61] (2005) is one of the earliest works that used PIR to design private communications; their work proposes a practical pseudonymous mail retrieval system. Their system consists of three types of nodes: a nym server, a collator, and distributors. The nym server is the public-facing end of Pynchon Gate that sends and receives pseudonymous email. On its own the nym server does not provide sender anonymity but clients can leverage mix networks [15] for sender anonymity. The nym server collects mails for all the pseudonyms and at the end of every ‘cycle’ these messages to the collator. The collator organizes the mails into a structure that allows clients to query for their mails. The collator then distributes this structure across the distributor nodes, and the clients use Chor’s ℓ-server PIR protocol [19] to retrieve their mail.

Pung [7] (2016) proposed the first PIR-based MPCS and indeed the first MPCS at all since the original (disruption-prone) all-clients DC-net that does not rely on an assumption about non-colluding servers. They treat the problem as a metadata-protected key-value store, and enable clients to privately retrieve messages from this key-value store by leveraging the computational PIR (CPIR) scheme, XPIR [47]. In each round, clients send and retrieve exactly one message. The key for each message is a random label generated by a shared secret (established via sharing public keys through an out-of-band channel), and the value is the encrypted message. At the end of the round, the Pung server organizes the received messages into a binary search tree, and clients perform an oblivious search by labels to retrieve messages of interest to them.

Angel et al. [5] improved the efficiency of CPIR schemes with SealPIR (2018), by i) reducing the network bandwidth overheads of CPIR schemes by a novel query compression technique which reduces the query size from $O(n)$ ciphertexts to $O(1)$ for an $n$-record PIR database and ii) a data-encoding scheme for multi-query PIR schemes that allows it to amortize the cost of processing a batch of requests from a single client. They port these techniques to Pung to further reduce the network costs and throughput of Pung.

Talek [17] (2020) introduces a private group messaging system that aims to provide privacy for its users via access sequence indistinguishability. Talek’s core abstraction is a private log, that enables a single writer to share messages with many readers. In order to convert this to a group messaging protocol, each member subscribes to the logs of all other group members.

The log itself is hosted by ℓ non-colluding ITTP IR servers, and leverages a blocked cuckoo hash table [53] to improve efficiency. In Talek, clients issue writes to pseudorandom locations on each server, where the locations are determined by applying a PRF to a secret log handle that is shared between the log’s writer and readers. The cuckoo hash table is parameterized to have $b$ buckets, each with $d$ messages in them, which dictates the maximum capacity of messages $n$ in the system to be $b \times d$. When new messages enter the system after this maximum capacity, the oldest entries are evicted from the bucket they get assigned to. Hence, unlike other metadata-protecting communication systems Talek has to be parameterized first to set this value of $n$, $b$, and $d$ to trade off the time-to-live (TTL) for each message in the system with the latency of each PIR request.

Their other core contribution is a private notification system via Bloom filters [10], which allow users to check which of their subscribed logs have updates with significantly lower overheads than performing a PIR request. This allows users to poll their subscribed logs periodically and perform PIR requests efficiently.

### 5.5 Private-Write Based Systems

In contrast to systems from the previous section, instead of leveraging PIR to retrieve a message from a collection of messages privately,
Corrigan-Gibbs et al. introduced this idea with Riposte [21] (2015), a novel design for anonymous broadcast, allowing clients to anonymously post messages to a shared ‘bulletin board’, maintained by a small set of non-colluding servers. Riposte effectively implements a write-private and disruption-resistant database scheme.

In Riposte’s efficient variant, two of the three servers act as ITPIR servers that the client issues requests to, while the third is an ‘audit’ server that participates in an MPC protocol to ensure clients submit well-formed requests. The system operates in epochs, and at the end of every epoch the Riposte servers publish all the write requests they received during an epoch, providing each honest client an anonymity set of honest clients that participated in that epoch. The two servers together hold a logical database, and each client aims to anonymously drop messages into a slot in this database.

Since clients drop messages into a random slot via private writes, collisions could render messages unreadable. Corrigan-Gibbs et al. address this issue in two ways: i) tuning the size of the database table to be large enough to accommodate the expected number of write requests for a given success rate, and ii) introducing a novel technique to recover from collisions at the expense of storage. Given the expected number of messages in an epoch, these two techniques can be tuned to set a database size that imposes the least overheads for the PIR scheme. Finally, in order to improve the bandwidth efficiency of the PIR scheme, they propose using Distributed Point Functions [32] (DPFs) to reduce the asymptotic overhead of client requests from $O(L)$ to $O(V_L)$, where $L$ is the number of entries in the database (set by the tuning described earlier).

Express [30] (2021) details a metadata-protecting messaging system that only incurs constant-factor overheads on the client side regardless of the number of users. Express is a natural extension of Riposte, and similar to Riposte leverages a non-collusion assumption among the two servers of the system. Unlike Riposte, in Express all participating recipients have their own individual mailbox. Hence Express does not operate in epochs, since messages can only be read by their recipient, making it the first asynchronous metadata-protecting communication system that leverages PIR.

The key developments in this work are the utilization of a more efficient DPF scheme [12], and using Secret-shared Non-Interactive Proofs (SNIP) [11, 20] instead of the more expensive zero knowledge proof that was used in Riposte for auditing the client-submitted DPFs. The former reduces their client-side overhead to logarithmic in the number of mailboxes, instead of square root. However, in addition they propose using a virtual address space of $2^L$ for mailboxes, and senders need to know their recipient’s virtual and physical mailbox address in order to send messages, making the client overhead $O(\lambda)$. This virtual address trick enables Express to prevent targeted disruption attacks.

More recently, Vadapalli et al.’s Sabre [70] (2022) illustrated how both Riposte and Express are susceptible to resource exhaustion (RE) attacks. Although they both defend against ill-formed DPFs, an RE attacker can still submit well-formed DPFs that write to a non-existent mailbox resulting in the server having to perform expensive $O(n)$ operations for an effective no operation, yielding a DoS attack with an exponential amplification factor as the client work is $O(\lambda \cdot \log n)$ lightweight operations. In the process of defending against this form of resource exhaustion DoS attack, Sabre also succeeds at fundamentally speeding up the message delivery protocol.

The improvement arises from Vadapalli et al.’s observation that mailbox address verification (i.e., verifying that a client is writing a message to a valid mailbox in the system) can be performed separately from message delivery. This allows, for $n$ users, the use of smaller $O(\log n)$ instead of $O(\lambda)$ sized DPF keys that Express uses for message delivery (this is better since in practice $\log n \ll \lambda$ typically). However, one still needs to perform mailbox address verification, and to this end Vadapalli et al. provide two novel protocols, the more efficient one of which is an $O(\lambda)$ protocol. Only if that check passes, the audit protocol then ensures the well-formedness of the DPF, for which Sabre has another innovation enabling servers to only perform $O(\lambda \cdot \log n)$ work, thus removing the DoS amplification factor, unlike Express where the server has to perform $O(\lambda \cdot n)$ work.

In concrete performance their experiments show that their optimizations result in a significant multiplicative factor improvement under “good” write conditions (i.e., no malicious DoS attacker writes), with this performance gap widening up to one to two orders of magnitude as the ratio of bad to good writes increases.

Newman et al.’s Spectrum [51] (2021) solves a closely related yet slightly different problem of high-bandwidth anonymous broadcast. Their setting considers a small number of broadcasters that wish to share documents or large files with many subscribers by leveraging two or more non-colluding servers. Unlike the previous systems discussed so far, by limiting the number of broadcasters to $L$ out of $n$ participants (broadcasters + subscribers) they succeed at reducing the server-side computations to $O(L)$ per message write, while still providing these $L$ broadcasters an anonymity set of all $n$ participants. The trick lies in allocating one ‘channel’ (synonymous to mailboxes from Riposte and Express) to each of these $L$ broadcasters, with the broadcaster having a credential that allows them to publish to this channel. The messages to the channels leverage the same DPF-based technique discussed for Riposte and Express, with the only difference being the share of one’s credential being sent along with the DPF key share to each server. The subscribers too can submit message writes which are intended for any of the channels, however these writes are strictly zero entries.

Additionally, Newman et al. also point out that Riposte, Express, and Sabre are susceptible to malicious servers selectively dropping valid client messages to perform selective deanonymization attacks. To address this they design BlameGame, an audit protocol that helps the honest servers detect if any of the other servers are deviating from their protocol, by having clients send their message shares encrypted under a verifiable encryption scheme to each server and having all servers commit to the message share they used, allowing the servers to implicate a malicious client or server.

5.6 Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC) Based Systems

MCMix [4] (2017) recasts the problem of metadata-protected communication as a SMC consisting of dialing and conversation functionalities. The system operates in rounds; at the end of each conversation round conversing users have the messages they sent into the system swapped. To do so, users interested in conversing establish their intent via the dialing protocol, which allows them to
establish a dead drop location for the next (possibly several) communication rounds. This dead drop location is a 64-bit address that can be generated by both participants by a hash function via their shared secret and the current conversation round. Once all messages for a communication round have been gathered, the servers perform an SMC protocol that obliviously sorts all the messages by the dead drop addresses and swaps adjacent messages that are destined for the same address. This oblivious sort is in fact the crux and bottleneck of their protocol, and they leverage the “shuffle before sort” paradigm from Hamada et al. [33], which results in an overarching $O(n \log n)$ complexity for both their conversation and dialing protocols when there are $n$ participants.

Clarion [29] (2021) designs an improved three-party malicious secure shuffle protocol, and shows how it can serve as an anonymous broadcast channel by having the servers publish the secret-shared shuffled messages at the end of the shuffle. Clarion details a simple mechanism to use such an anonymous broadcast channel as a drop-in replacement for the conversation protocol in MCMix. Instead of having conversation participants send messages to the same dead drop address, they now send messages addressed with two unique dead drop locations derived from the same shared secret, one for each direction of the conversation. At the end of the broadcast, each client retrieves the location their correspondent would have written to, and clients that are not in an active conversation retrieve the same random location they wrote to. Since every client still always sends and retrieves a single message identified by a random address tag, the behaviour of clients having a conversation remains indistinguishable from the other clients. Clarion’s improvement stems from the fact that the new secret-shared shuffle protocols are $O(n)$ protocols, saving a $\log n$ factor over the oblivious sort underlying MCMix.

Lu et al. present Asynchronmix and PowerMix [45] (2019). They propose techniques to provide robustness guarantees to SMC protocols, without incurring the additional overheads of malicious-secure SMC protocols. They aim to support fairness and guaranteed output, in addition to the notion of robustness we consider in Section 4. The high-level idea for both designs is to have each server in the system obtain a share of each client’s message, mix the message shares, and reconstruct the messages once the mixing has disassociated the clients and their messages. To receive valid message shares from clients without the overheads induced by Verifiable Secret Sharing [57], Lu et al. propose clients blind their message before broadcasting it to the servers. The blinding value is provided by the servers; each server provides a share of a random blinding value to the client, and clients reconstruct and blind their messages with it. Once the client broadcasts their blinded message, the servers reproduce shares of the original message by removing their share of the blind from it. Asynchronmix [45] has $O(\log^2 n)$ round complexity as it leverages $O(\log n)$ rounds of iterated butterfly networks (which have depth $O(\log n)$ towards mixing the messages. This results in a protocol with $O(mn \log^2 n)$ communication and computation costs. Alternatively, PowerMix leverages Newton’s sums instead of a shuffle network. In order to mix a batch of $n$ messages, the servers compute the powers of each share of the message from 1 to $n$ and then compute the sums of each power.

This can be computed with a single round of communication by using precomputed powers of random secret-shared values. The servers then reconstruct the sums of each power publicly, and then solve for the set of messages.

Blinder [2] (2020) leverages SMC towards enabling robust anonymous broadcast. Blinder aims to limit the ability of malicious servers to block honest clients from submitting their messages, and refers to this property as censorship resistance, effectively preventing the system from reducing the anonymity set offered by honest clients. Blinder is based on Shamir secret sharing [64], and leverages the recent observation of an efficient ‘sum of products’ gate [18]. Blinder reuses the server-side storage layout and collision handling techniques from Riposte. Clients compress their queries in a fashion similar to recursive PIR [19] to reduce the communication overheads, and the servers perform a format verification on the compressed query. Censorship resistance is achieved via a robust input sharing protocol that prevents malicious servers from discarding (more than a small number of) honest client messages.

RPM [44] (2022) proposes three schemes for anonymous broadcast. Their idea is to generate a permutation matrix to shuffle the client messages in a round. Each server picks its own permutation matrix, and secret shares it with the rest. All servers multiply these shared matrices to get the final permutation matrix. The first scheme requires an inner product SMC computation in the online phase, and the second removes this by shifting it into an offline phase. Both variants require constructing and multiplying $n$-by-$n$ matrices for $n$ client messages in the offline phase, which is prohibitive for large $n$. The third variant repurposes the first two schemes as building blocks, by using them as the nodes of Håstad’s permutation network [34], resulting in offline creation and multiplication of a constant number of permutation matrices of size $\sqrt{n}$-by-$\sqrt{n}$. The first two variants are limited in scalability as they incur complexity cubic in the number of clients, while the third variant brings down the online computation complexity to $O(n^{1.5})$.

6 DISCUSSION

We succinctly summarize all the works we detailed in Section 5 into Table 1, partitioned by the type of metadata privacy guarantee these systems achieve, and highlighting the properties from Section 4. The table also contrasts each scheme’s metadata privacy guarantees and computation complexities, and any dialing or offline computation overheads induced as well. We refrain from comparing concrete performance numbers here as each proposed system uses their own experimental setup for evaluating their prototype implementations. Appendix A provides details on the performance numbers reported by these works for a better sense on practicality of these schemes, which is not immediate from the underlying complexities.

6.1 Tradeoffs Between Families

DC-nets are the oldest line of work towards metadata-protecting communications, and can easily be adapted for use towards E2E or broadcast applications. Interestingly, DC-nets innately achieve a CUS by design. Unlike the other systems that attain a CUS by padding up with cover traffic as we discuss later in Section 6.2.4, the notion of cover traffic in these systems is implicit in the design.
The blue-dashed box highlights the three crucial properties required for a metadata-protecting messaging system as we discuss in Section 6.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Family</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>AS Protection</th>
<th>Low Latency</th>
<th>Messages</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Privacy Preservation</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pynchon Gate [61]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>RUS (RUMS)</td>
<td>PIR</td>
<td>DC = DC-nets, M = Mixnets, RPIR = Reverse-PIR, DP = Differential Privacy, SMC = Secure Multiparty Computation.</td>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>(iv)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atom [38]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>SUBS</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Secure Multiparty Computation</td>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>(iv)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarion [29]</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>CUS</td>
<td>SMC</td>
<td>Secure Multiparty Computation</td>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>(iv)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnonPOP [31]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>CUS (Mix)</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Secure Multiparty Computation</td>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>(iv)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The primary weakness of DC-nets are its susceptibility to disruptions, and the works we detail in Section 5.1 aim to address that. Furthermore, DC-nets are inherently synchronous, and have poor scalability in spite of three decades of research scrutiny.

Meanwhile mixnets have shown incredible promise over the years. While earlier designs like Riffle and cMix lacked the ability to scale, more recent designs like Atom, Loopix, and Trellis provide horizontally scalable constructions. Moreover, some of the recent constructions like Atom and Trellis are even robust. The main shortcomings of this family are its inability to support asynchronous messaging. While Loopix supports asynchrony, it does so at the expense of a stronger trust assumption, namely trusting the service provider node that clients attach to.

The DP-based family can scale horizontally as well as support significantly lower latency than most prior metadata-protecting communication systems. However, this is achieved at the expense of shifting the underlying privacy guarantee; namely, these works provide differentially private metadata-protections rather than cryptographic ones. This shift in privacy guarantee has two significant drawbacks. First, DP guarantees are based on the probability gap between two possible scenarios (the user sending a real message or a dummy message), and users gain their metadata protections by being able to provide a ‘plausible cover story’ to deny their actual action. However, this gap may be sufficient for certain adversaries to act upon. Second, the degree of privacy attained by a user is dependent on the number of rounds in which they participate. The more rounds a user participates in, the more their privacy degrades. Eventually with enough number of rounds they exhaust the allocated privacy budget with which the system was designed, at which point the privacy guarantees are unclear.

On the other hand, the PIR-based (private read) and RPIR-based (private write) families to their merit can support asynchrony, but have poor horizontal scalability and no support for robustness. Their design and experiments are limited to the 2 or 3 server settings, and as the number of users in this system increases they are computation bound by each of these servers. Designs from the SMC-based family lack the ability to scale horizontally. However, recent works from the SMC-based family [2, 44, 45] address anonymity set protection, a property that has received hardly any attention.

6.2 Tradeoffs Within Categories

6.2.1 SUBS. Existing SUBS constructions stem from all but DP and PIR families as observed in Table 1; the merits of DP and PIR simply do not align with the goal of SUBS and hence this is unsurprising. Amongst existing SUBS, RPIR based constructions (in particular Sabre) outperform other works by orders of magnitude in terms of concrete latency as detailed in Appendix A, but unfortunately do not support robustness, anonymity set protections, or horizontal scalability. Fortunately, recent SUBS constructions from the SMC family (like Blinder) have focused on robustness and anonymity set protection, and achieve these goal albeit at the cost of performance. Unfortunately, almost all existing SUBS as seen from Table 1 fall short of being able to scale horizontally, except the mixnet designs Atom and Trellis. However, both these designs achieve horizontal scalability at the expense of significant latency overheads in Atom, and in Trellis at the expense of a rigid immutable set of users who are assumed to be online at all times.

6.2.2 CUS. As evidenced by the table, almost all CUS designs from the literature require either a shuffle (DC-net schemes) or a dialing protocol from its participants prior to any actual communication, which lower bounds the latencies they can achieve. Furthermore, the only horizontally scalable constructions for CUS arise from the DP family, with the exception of XRD, a mixnet CUS design that is horizontally scalable. However, XRD has weaker scalability than that of the DP family as described earlier in Section 5.2. The other immediate observation from the table is the lack of asynchronous designs for CUS. However, this lack of asynchrony is in fact a conscious design choice for CUS for two reasons: i) it is easier to analyze metadata protections under a synchronous communication assumption, and ii) having all users synchronously communicate in all rounds of communication circumvents statistical inference and intersection attacks [24, 46] that prior ACNs fall prey to.

6.2.3 RUS. As we mention in Section 3, there are three broad directions one can employ to achieve a relationship unobservable system, namely SUMS, RUMS, and mixnets. A RUS based on mixnets is synchronous and in fact provides the exact metadata privacy purported by the definition of a RUS, as messages from all senders during a round get mixed before they are distributed to the intended recipients; this allows an adversary to infer the exact set of senders and recipients in a round of communication. This is permissible by definition of a RUS; recall that the goal is to hide the pairwise sender-recipient relationships.

On the other hand, SUMS and RUMS constructions leverage PIR (in the form of PIR-writes and PIR-reads respectively), and hence innately support asynchrony. In SUMS, senders send their message into one mailbox amongst the pool of all possible registered mailboxes within the system. These systems do not have a notion of communication rounds; a recipient checks their mailbox periodically to retrieve any messages they may have received. Hence this style of RUS innately benefits from a larger anonymity set (of all possible clients registered in the system) for the recipients, instead of just the true recipient set as in mixnets.

While RUMS has a notion of rounds, recipients in RUMS retrieve messages from the pool of all submitted messages within a round in a fashion that hides the message that they retrieved. Provided all clients in the system attempt to retrieve a message in every round (irrespective of whether they have real messages to retrieve or not), like SUMS, RUMS systems too can support a larger anonymity set for its recipients. This suggests that realizing a RUS via SUMS or RUMS in fact provides better metadata privacy guarantees than the definition of a RUS, since the recipient anonymity set is always the set of all possible clients (that have mailboxes) in the system, and is agnostic of the true recipient set for any batch of messages.

8For instance, with 2 million users transmitting a tweet-length message takes about 30 minutes.

9The exception is AnonPOP, for which each client has a designated mailbox as we detailed in Section 5.2.

10The guidance provided by existing works consequently is that recipients do so in a predictable fashion, agnostic of the underlying real communication pattern.
6.2.4 $\text{RUS} + \text{Cover Traffic} = \text{CUS}$. CUS provides the highest level of metadata protections feasible in a communication network. However, attaining this in practice is non-trivial, and as mentioned earlier typically requires that all participants of the system send and receive messages at all times so as to essentially provide cover traffic for any actual ongoing conversations. RUS on the other hand can be viewed as a relaxation of CUS without the stringent requirement of all users being online (and pretending to converse) at all times, at the expense of weaker metadata-privacy guarantees and susceptibility to intersection attacks. The gap between these two categories can be bridged by some trivial impositions on the clients of the system, and boils down to having sufficient cover traffic at all times. Any RUS design can trivially be converted into a CUS by requiring that all clients in the system send and receive a (dummy, if they do not have a real) message within an allocated time frame. This is in fact the case with several existing works [4, 5, 7, 29, 40], for which we mention the underlying RUS type in Table 1. We note that the two partially asynchronous statuses in the table, for Pung and SealPIR, stem from the fact that the underlying RUS that is converted into a CUS does support asynchrony.

6.3 Limitations of Security Assumptions

Amongst the pool of assumptions that have been leveraged towards constructing MPCs, traditional all-clients DC-nets assume the least, as the protocol requires no servers (nor any server assumptions consequently); while clients could be malicious and could DoS the system, they cannot subvert metadata privacy. However, scaling DC-nets requires moving to the anytrust assumption. Assumptions that are based on splitting trust across multiple entities, either anytrust, or non-collusion amongst servers, are hard to realize in practice and moreover dangerous as these trust assumptions can be silently subverted, endangering the privacy of all users of such systems. This makes systems designed on top of CPIR (with assumptions like RLWE) significantly more desirable in practice from a privacy standpoint. Unfortunately such systems are computationally expensive and consequently incur prohibitively high latencies for message delivery; additionally, currently proposed schemes from these families lack horizontal scalability.

6.3.1 The Many Manytrusts. There is a silent but concerning difference in the metadata privacy guarantees attained by the different manytrust systems we detailed in Section 5. While on the surface they all require $f$ out of $m$ servers being honest, and seem equivalent in their trust and privacy implications, the way in which these servers are used dictates if metadata privacy guarantees are upheld or not. For instance, Atom’s manytrust assumption hopes to distribute at least one of these $f$ honest servers into each group that realizes a logical node in the permutation network used to route messages. Consequently to subvert even a single user’s message, the adversary would have to subvert at least one entire path on the entire permutation network; since Atom reuses the nodes of the permutation network, this means the adversary would have to effectively subvert all the anytrust groups in the system to deanonymize any traffic. Hence, this is the strongest privacy guarantee one can extract under the manytrust model, as unless all manytrust groups are subverted, clients’ metadata privacy guarantees are upheld.

A weaker variant of manytrust is achieved by designs like XRD, Stadium, and Karaoke, that leverage multiple anytrust groups in isolation for manytrust. Recall in XRD, the manytrust assumption arises from leveraging anytrust assumption over each chain of servers. Hence subverting even one chain of servers that depends on anytrust for its metadata privacy results in the adversary being able to undermine metadata privacy of all communications over that particular chain. Similarly for Stadium and Karaoke, the system creates several input and output chains each of which leverage the anytrust assumption, resulting in the manytrust assumption. In this setup, any adversarially controlled input and output channel pair, leaks the metadata of all communications that use these two chains.

The manytrust assumption is at its weakest in Loopix due its stratified network structure, which implies messages get mixed over a few hops of mixing relays. Hence leveraging the same trust assumption of $f$ servers out of all the $n$ servers in the system be honest, results in an uneven privacy distribution as some subset of conversations will have all servers on their hop path be adversarially controlled, resulting in no metadata privacy guarantees.

6.4 Application: Metadata-Protected Messaging

The MPCs we cover in this work have been designed with two broad application goals, namely anonymous broadcast and metadata-protected messaging. While most of the existing CUS schemes have been proposed towards messaging, we observe that the vast majority of these schemes do not achieve low enough latencies to be a practical messaging system. In order to be usefully deployable, a messaging system requires at least three fundamental properties: (i) low latency, (ii) support for asynchrony, and (iii) horizontal scalability. Table 1 highlights systems that have low latencies (even with a generous definition of ‘low latency’), and we observe that only eight systems achieve this.12

Out of these eight systems, Pung, SealPIR, Express, Riposte, and Sabre (the RPIR and PIR based schemes) all have a fundamental problem that messages are processed sequentially; i.e., this low latency is only true if one user submits a message and others do not. If all users submit their messages at the same time, each message has to be processed sequentially and users would experience significant delays in delivering their messages. Furthermore, their horizontal scalability is quadratic in the amount of user growth ($k^2 \times$ as seen in the table for an increase of $k \times$ users). So while these five systems support asynchrony, their low latency has the drawback of poor throughput, and subpar horizontal scalability. Loopix on the other hand has low latency and high throughput, but their asynchrony is at the expense of a trust assumption as detailed in Section 5.2, and additionally as we mentioned in Section 6.3.1 their design has an uneven privacy distribution. Finally, Karaoke and Groove support messaging with low latency and high throughput, and horizontal scalability, but fall short of supporting asynchrony. Groove proposes novel directions for temporary disconnection of users (a form of partial asynchrony), permitting users to go offline for a small

12Loopix has a partial marker for messaging latency, as their implementation only demonstrates a < 2 s latency with 500 clients, but the design of the system suggests that even as users grow the latency should not increase significantly more, as the route length remains same with more servers to distribute traffic over.
constant number of rounds after which they can no longer receive messages. We see from our systematization that there is a clear dearth of MPCS designs that can simultaneously achieve these three fundamental properties, and we hope that this prompts future research to focus on such constructions.

6.5 Asynchronous Message Storage

In the RUS and CUS designs that do not support asynchrony, there is no notion of message storage for later retrieval. However in the asynchronous paradigm, this poses an interesting challenge that has not been well addressed yet. Systems like Pung and SealPIR that leverage CPIR in fact can handle this type of asynchronous storage in the best fashion possible, at the expense of server storage and computation. The server simply stores all the messages received in each round, and clients that reconnect to the system after several rounds can poll each of the rounds they missed to retrieve any messages they missed. This action leaks no additional information as both the CPIR server as well as any global adversary is already aware of when the client last interacted with the system.

Talek introduces a novel middle ground for asynchronous message storage. Recall from Section 5.5 that Talek is initiated with system parameters that dictate the TTL for any message in the system. Older messages eventually get evicted to make space for newer messages. However interestingly their private notification system that uses a Bloom filter, retains the memory of existence of messages in a conversation. While the message itself may have been evicted, this Bloom filter system can notify a user that has gone offline for a long duration of time of the existence of messages they missed and can no longer retrieve. Such users can then request missed messages from their correspondents.

Loopix sidesteps this problem altogether as the design achieves asynchrony by trusting the service provider node, and reveals the number of real messages a client receives and the timing metadata of received messages to this trusted node.

7 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

7.1 Robustness and Availability

Robustness is an important property of any system to ensure liveliness and availability. The notion of robustness or handling server churn was discussed by Atom, but did not receive any further attention in most other mixnet designs until Trellis recently. Robustness has been extensively studied in the SMC literature, and unsurprisingly recent SMC-based MPCS schemes address robustness. More research needs to be done to investigate how to efficiently enable robustness within the other families of MPCS. In fact, Blender shows promise in this regard, since it merges ideas from both the SMC (for robustness and censorship resistance) and RPIR literature (to reduce bandwidth and computation overheads).

7.2 Anonymity Set Protections

Most existing systems towards MPCS do not provide strong protections against anonymity set manipulation attacks as seen from Table 1. The ability to manipulate if a particular client participates in a communication system or not enables adversaries to perform several deanonymization attacks. Such an adversary, along with some Sybil clients, can easily subvert the victim’s purported metadata privacy in a RUS or SUBS. The adversary simply manipulates the anonymity set or participants in a round to be composed of just the victim (padded up with Sybil client submissions) to deanonymize the recipient of their communication in the case of RUS, or the message they broadcasted in SUBS. While the definition of a CUS may seem to protect its clients from such attacks, that is not the case. An adversary with the ability to manipulate client participation can exploit the underlying scheme’s structure to launch deanonymization attacks. For instance, recall from Section 5.2 that in XRD clients send and receive / messages in each round. Excluding a client currently in an active conversation from participating in the system can result in their correspondent receiving one fewer message back to their mailbox in that round. Similarly, in Clarion if an active client is excluded from a round, it will result in their correspondent attempting to collect a message from an index that does not have a submission, again revealing the communication relationship. Hence an important avenue for future research is designing MPCS with strong anonymity set protection guarantees for honest clients participating in the system even in the face of malicious servers, lest they open up to such deanonymization attacks. Techniques towards this end have surfaced in the SUBS literature for the SMC (Asynchronmix, Blinder, RPM) and RPIR (Spectrum) families and these ideas need to percolate back into CUS and RUS designs.

7.3 Asynchronous E2E Metadata-Protected Communications

As we point out in Section 6.2.2, there is a dearth of E2E MPCS that can support asynchrony. There are several components that merit further research and clarity here. An important area of research for bringing MPCS closer to practice would be a more thorough study on the guarantees one can have in an asynchronous metadata-protecting E2E communication design. Further, techniques to handle asynchronous metadata-protected mailbox storage is another important avenue for further research. As detailed in Section 6.5, this area has received scant attention as asynchronous E2E systems themselves have not received sufficient attention.

8 CONCLUSION

In this work, we survey 31 recent systems proposed for metadata-protecting communications. Since each of these systems make different design choices and assumptions, they have their own advantages and disadvantages. In this work we group them into four categories based on the functionality and metadata-privacy guarantees they achieve, and into six families based on the core underlying technique that underpins the metadata protection. We examine the innate benefits and shortcomings of these categories and families of works towards this goal. We point out subtleties in the way some security assumptions are used to design MPCS that make certain systems provide a false sense of privacy, as well as identify promising directions for future research to further metadata-protected communications.
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Table 2 reports the details of the largest experiment conducted by each of the systems we discussed in Section 5. This provides a concrete timing benchmark for each system albeit constrained by their choices of experimental setup. This prevents us from an apples-to-apples comparison across designs since each of these works i) leverage different underlying machines for their experiments, ii) choose experiment setups that highlight their system’s advantages, and iii) have nuanced goals and assumptions. For instance, timing benchmarks of asynchronous and synchronous systems typically have very different implications. Systems from the DP family like Karaoke transmit one real message from each client in a round implying a high throughput. On the flip side, private-write based systems like Sabre perform low-latency delivery of a single message from a single client, and their throughput is fundamentally limited by $n$, the number of clients in the system and the time taken to process a single request, which scales with $n$.

Nonetheless these timing benchmarks give us a concrete sense of the state of affairs of current MPCS designs, and the stark gap in performance with popular messenger choices today that can accommodate billions of users with latencies in the order of milliseconds. We also note that the timings reported in Table 2 are a lower bound since the timing benchmark quoted for several of the designs in the table do not account for the overheads of setup phases such as the shuffling of keys in the DC-net based schemes, or the cost of the dialing protocol in synchronous schemes. The cost of these phases would further increase the timing benchmark, although such costs are typically amortized over several rounds of communication. Next we contrast benchmarks of representative candidates from the different families of metadata-protecting communication systems we have discussed.

**Synchronous Constructions.** Systems from the DC-net, mixnet, DP, and SMC based families are typically synchronous in nature. The exception is Loopix, which supports anonymity at the expense of trusting special service provider nodes in the system. DC-net based schemes scale very poorly as one would expect. The most efficient construction we have seen so far is Verdict [23] with 1000 clients, and 24 servers, takes more than 10 s to transmit one message of 128 bytes, and note that this is in fact assuming no client is actively attempting to disrupt the network, nor accounting for the shuffle protocol that is required to slot all the participants in the network for its communication round, both of which further exacerbates the time to transmit a message. Furthermore as detailed in Section 6, none of these construction can scale horizontally.

SMC-based constructions can serve more clients than the DC-net based ones, but note that more servers do not translate to reduced latency or higher throughput in these SMC-based systems; i.e., these schemes too do not scale horizontally. In terms of performance, Clarion in their prototype demonstrate that they can transmit 1 message of 160 bytes from each of the $10^6$ clients to its intended recipient in 80 s with a three-server instantiation of their protocol.

In contrast, recent constructions from the mixnet based and DP based families have been designed with the explicit goal of horizontal scalability. For instance, the mixnet based scheme XRD’s experiments demonstrates that with $2 \times 10^7$ clients all sending a 100-byte message to another client in the system takes 251 s. While Karaoke the most recent work in the DP based family in their experiments demonstrates that with $1.6 \times 10^7$ clients (a similar number of clients as XRD) and each sending a message to another

A **LARGEST EXPERIMENTS REPORTED**

Table 2 reports the details of the largest experiment conducted by each of the systems we discussed in Section 5. This provides a...
client in the system, can transmit all of these messages in a 100-server instantiation of their protocol in 28 s; i.e., almost an order of magnitude faster, at the expense of the weaker privacy guarantees due to DP as we detailed in Section 5.3. Ultimately the biggest drawback in these schemes remains the synchronicity assumption. Schemes like Karaoke can serve close to 17 million clients in tens of seconds, but the expectation that all these clients will remain online without any disruption in perpetuity is extremely unrealistic, and disconnections of a user during a conversation harms the privacy of both participants of the conversation.

**Asynchronous Constructions.** PIR can be leveraged to design asynchronous MPCS, as seen in Express [30], Talek [17], and Sabre [70]. The only other asynchronous design is Loopix (mixnet), but it requires trusting service provider nodes to support asynchrony.

Sabre is the latest iteration of private-write based metadata-hiding communication networks. In their work, their experiments demonstrate that in a two-server instance of Sabre with 218 registered mailboxes a client can deliver a message to any of these mailboxes in 0.05 s, which is the smallest latency (ignoring throughput) by almost two orders of magnitude in comparison with the other works we have detailed. However as we mention in Section 5.5, as more users enter such systems the cost to deliver a message increases linearly. Furthermore, these systems incur quadratic overheads for scaling horizontally.

Loopix on the other hand attains asynchronous communication capabilities by leveraging a semi-trusted service provider node in their construction. Their experimental evaluation is limited to a 500-client instantiation with a network comprising of 4 service providers and 6 mixnet nodes. Their end-to-end latency in this setup is 1.9 s with other experiments that justify that with increase in clients and servers this end-to-end cost would remain unaffected, and is mostly dependent on the system parameter that tunes the delay for a message at each of these mixes. However, as we detail in Section 5.2, a malicious service provider node undermines recipients’ metadata privacy.

| System       | Year  | Type      | Family | Largest Experiment Reported (n|m|b|t) | Table 2: Details of the largest experiments reported (if experimental results were provided) by the systems detailed in Section 5. |
|--------------|-------|-----------|--------|------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| Vuvuzela [71]| 2015  | CUS (Mix) | DP     | 2 × 10^6 | 2 × 10^6 | 3 | 256 | 55 s |
| Pung [7]     | 2016  | CUS (RUMS)| PIR    | 10^6    |            | 1 | 288 | 1.3 s |
| AnonPOP [31] | 2015  | CUS (Mix) | M      | 5 × 10^5 | 5 × 10^5 | 4 | 1000| 30 s |
| Stadium [69] | 2017  | CUS (Mix) | DP     | 5 × 10^7 | 5 × 10^7 | 100| 136 | 200 s|
| MCMix [4]    | 2017  | CUS      | SMC    | 10^5    | 10^5     | 3 | 256 | 100 s|
| SealPIR [5]  | 2018  | CUS (RUMS)| PIR    | 2.56 × 10^5 | 1 | 1 | 288 | 0.51 s |
| Karaoke [42] | 2018  | CUS (Mix) | DP     | 1.6 × 10^7 | 1.6 × 10^7 | 100| 256 | 28 s |
| XRD [40]     | 2019  | CUS      | M      | 8 × 10^6  | 8 × 10^6  | 100| 256 | > 16 m |
| Clarion [29] | 2021  | CUS      | SMC    | 10^6    | 10^6     | 3 | 160 | 80 s |
| Groove [8]   | 2022  | CUS (Mix)| DP     | 1.5 × 10^8 | 1.5 × 10^8 | 100| 56  | 80 s |
| Dissent [22] | 2010  | CUS/SUBS | DC     | 40      | 1        | 0 | 10^6| > 14 m |
| D3 [77]      | 2012  | CUS/SUBS | DC     | 576     | 1        | 10| 256 | > 2 m |
| Dissent v2 [76]| 2012 | CUS/SUBS | DC     | 1000    | 1        | 24| 128 | > 10 m |
| Verdict [23] | 2013  | CUS      | DC     | 1000    | 1        | 8 | 128 | > 10 m |
| Riposte [21]| 2015  | SUBS     | RPIR   | 3.8 × 10^5 | 1 | 3 | 160 | 0.35 s |
| Riffle [39]  | 2016  | SUBS     | M      | 1.2 × 10^6 | 10^6     | 3 | 160 | > 10 m |
| Atom [38]    | 2017  | SUBS     | M      | 10^7    | 10^7     | 1024| 32  | 28 m |
| AsynchroMix [45]| 2019 | SUBS     | SMC    | 4096    | 4096     | 100| 32 | 120 s |
| PowerMix [45]| 2019  | SUBS     | SMC    | 1024    | 1024     | 100| 32 | 140 s |
| Blinder [2]  | 2020  | SUBS     | SMC    | 10^6    | 10^6     | 20 | 160 | 8 m |
| Spectrum [51]| 2021  | SUBS     | RPIR   | 10^5    | 1        | 2 | 10^6| > 500 s |
| RPM [44]     | 2022  | SUBS     | SMC    | 1.6 × 10^5 | 16 × 10^5 | 4 | 16 | 48.14 s |
| Sabre [70]   | 2022  | SUMS/SUBS| RPIR   | 218     | 1        | 2 | 1000| 0.05 s |
| Express [30] | 2021  | SUMS     | RPIR   | 218     | 1        | 2 | 1000| 0.5 s |
| cMix [16]    | 2016  | RUS (Mix)| M      | 500     | 1000     | 5 | 256 | 4.6 s |
| Loopix [56]  | 2017  | RUS (Mix)| M      | 500     | 3 × 10^4 | 10 | 224 | 1.9 s |
| Talek [17]   | 2020  | RUS (RUMS)| PIR   | 3.2 × 10^4 | 1 | 3 | 1000| 1.7 s |